COMPANY PROFILE

Greenland International
Enterprise
Established in 2011, Greenland International Enterprises is a well-known trading and
contracting companyin Qatar with business divisionsin Construction, Engineering,
Procurement, Security & Defense, Healthcare, Information Technology, Management
services, Facility Management,Oil &Gas.
Our vision is to be a leading provider of customer service in terms of sustained growth,
stability, profitability and return ofequity.
We believe in providing our clients world-class services distinguished by technical project
management expertise. This strong customer-service coupledwith high qualityservices has
enabled us to grow into one of the most successful companies in Qatar and the region.
Since the beginning, we believed that taking care of our employees and listening to our customers is absolutely essential to our
success. Through intensity and innovation, our employeesare driven to provide world class servicewith the highestlevel of
expertise.
Our comprehensive management and quality system enabled us to complete the mostcomplex projects accurately and
responsively in rigorous compliance with applicable regulations.
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Uncompromising commitment to
Quality, Health, Safety and
Environment

An open relationship with our
employees based on mutual trust,
respect and success
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Transparency, Accountability and
Discipline in our business

Best in class Risk Awareness.
Integrity in all we do
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Financial Responsibility to our
stakeholders
OUR VALUES ARE

Our Values
GIE’s core values drive everything we do.
Incorporating these core values in our daily
work and making them an integral part of our
culture, is key to our future success.

Our values solidify who we are and what we
believe.

Our
Mission
To safely deliver any project, any
time, in any environment for the
benefit of our customers,
shareholders, employees and the
communities we serve.
Our mission defines what we set out to do
each day

OUR VISION
Our vision reminds each of us of what we should
be striving for each day and where we ultimately
want to be as a company.
To be the world’s premier contractor delivering projects and services to
a global marketplace. Our track record has proven that time and again
when faced with the task at hand, regardless of the challenges, we
deliver the work that is expected of us. To that end, GIE’s slogan is
‘Optimal Excellence’.

CORPORATE SERVICES
Engineering
PGIE’s combination of global resources and proven engineering
capabilities are what deliver worldclass facilities to our clients
while meeting their demanding business needs. Our streamlined
global engineering process - from concept to completion produces consistent results in some of the most difficult and
challenging locations on earth by using robust, data centric and
technologically advanced engineering methods.
Our proven, time-tested design approach is based on a logical
sequence of processes that focus on stakeholder input and
reducing redesigns that impact cost and schedule. We provide a
full range of services including EPC, grassroots facilities and
revamps, offshore engineering, Feeds and conceptual studies,
start-up and commissioning, and logistics planning and simulation.

Procurement
GIE works with clients around the world to
deliver the right materials and services on time
and at the best price, leading to overall project
success.
Drawing on significant experience supporting
clients in the Middle East, Europe, Asia Pacific,
Africa, and the Americas, our innovative
procurement services provide a customized
solution to meet our clients’ specific requirements.

CORPORATE SERVICES
Project & Program Management
We offer effective contract administration, cost and schedule
control, work order management, quality control and design
supervision to our global client base. We have worked with a
number of organizations to provide the most inventive and
refined solutions for key initiatives.
Our services included preconstruction, purchasing, field
supervision, project scheduling and subcontractor
management and security.

Clients &
Investors
Relationship

INTEGRITY,
HONESTY,
LOYALTY, ETHICS,
PROFESSIONALISM
We are committed to grow, develop and be
a key partner in the development of Qatar’s
infrastructure & industrial expansion
through our dedication to understand &
fulfill our customers’ needs and
requirements.
GIE is committed to exceed customer
expectations by providing exceptional
service, support and personnel. Our values
are the foundation on which GIE builds
relationships.

ENGINEERING

PROCUREMENT

SECURITY &
DEFENSE

HEALTHCARE

CONSTRUCTION

SECURITY &
DEFENCE

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

OIL &GAS

CONSULTATIONS

GIE provides a wide variety of services with an integrated approach to solve our
customers’ complex problems. GIE excels in providing multi-talented teams to
meet our customers’ requirements and assist in prioritizing
and refining these
requirements to provide the most efficient and cost effective solutions to address
their needs.

Our people are one of the key reasons we lead our industry, and they come together
project after project in dynamic teams whenever they are needed.
-

They also are the backbone of our extensive and world-class stewardship program.
And they carry- out our commitment to suppliers diversity and support of small
businesses around the globe.

Our Business
Strategy
GIE is a multi-discipline
contracting company with business
divisions in:

Greenland International Enterprises
Group of companies include:
GISS

MEDESOLE

DOHA LUBES &
PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS
GHADEER
INTERIOR
DECORATIONS

ENERGY DESIGN
& TRADING CO.

GIE MEDIA &
PRODUCTIONS

DEFENSA

C-VISION

TUV NORD
QATAR

TAMIMI GLOBAL
TECHNOLOGIES

DORSCHE QATAR

GIE aims to ensure that the
maximum possible value is
created for its shareholders over t

Good corporate governance shall ensure
an appropriate distribution of roles
between the owners, the board of directors,
and the leadership group, and also contribute
to reducing risk and ensuring sustainable
value creation.

Sustainability and Corporate
Responsibility have a longstanding tradition at GIE: They
are based on our company’s
strategy. We cover the entire
lifecycles of infrastructural
projects, real estate and
facilities. This integrated

GIE places great importance on providing reliable, upto-date information on our operations and financial
development. We want to have an open and direct
dialogue with our shareholders and other stakeholders
in the capital markets.

approach forms the basis of
our sustainability

Our Companies
DOHA LUBES &
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Motor used oil can be re-used over and over in endless cycle from refinery to consumers
and back to refinery again. Doha Lubes & Petroleum Products Factory is a joint venture
project between Greenland International Enterprises Qatar and Essay Petroleum India to
start Oil recycling in the State of Qatar.
Lubricating Oils, being one of the highest value Products derived from Petroleum, should be
conserved or re-cycled to the maximum extent technically possible.
The main objective of Doha Lubes is to grab and retain leadership of Qatar Recycled Oil
market by consistently supplying outstanding quality Based Oil at best price and terms that
delight all customer groups

Website:

Coming Soon

Our Companies
MEDESOLE

Website: https://medesole.com/

Medesole was found by seasoned entrepreneurs and medical industry experts with years of
sound operational experience in Medical devices, Biomedical engineering and Information
technology. The company is absolutely focused on delivering proven technology and
products that a medical facility needed. Medesole ensure that we associate with only the
best brands in the industry. Our team ensures you the factors like accuracy, consistency,
speed and technology.
Our dedication to the customers helps us to restate service promise with confidence. We
also meticulously train our staff in all fields and complementing with this incredibly high
quality training and technical support, leaving the customer to have time with a lot focus on
the most important aspect ‘Patient care’.
Our prime motto is to serve the health care industry with better technology for better health.
With having our product range customer enjoys the next generation technologies and
accuracy

GHADEER INTERIOR
DECORATIONS

Our Companies

Ghadeer Interior Decorations Co. is recognized as a full-service interior design firm
specializing in comprehensive interior detailing and space planning.
Clients who want a highly differentiated product choose Ghadeer for artistic and beautiful
interiors designed to create consumer desire and ultimately drive sales. With an active
private residential practice, Ghadeers’ design teams have directaccess to a wide range of
high-enddesign trends and ideas. This thorough understanding of the luxury buyers’
needsand desires is critical to all in-housedesign disciplines and projects, and is what sets
Ghadeerapart. The
firm’s diverse and imaginative portfoliohas been featuredin numerous publications, and has
garneredseveral national and regional design awards.

Website:

http://www.ghadeerid.com/

Our Companies
C-Vision is a specialized engineering solutions provider and
materials supplier for all types of formwork and scaffolding
systems for commercial, industrial, infrastructure, and
residential construction servicing the GCC, Middle East area
and Africa.
Our formwork product range has been established in the worldwide market place since 1980.
Our emphasisin our company is to provide an engineering focusedsolution to all
yourformwork needs.
Our unique “hybrid” formwork strategy has allowed us to establish strategic partnerships with
our suppliers from Turkey, Austria, Italy, and Germany
We have established our C-Vision team with knowledge and experience of over 50 years in
the formwork industry dedicated to your support and committed to offering a complete
service and solution complemented with excellent customer service and support, ensuring
that your formwork needs and requirements are thoroughly met and satisfied.

C-Vision Core Competences

Our Companies

--> We listen to your needs and requirements then review all the optionsavailable to design a
integrated, costeffective engineering solutionto accommodate each specific formworkneeds.

--> We facilitate your work by providing comprehensive documentation: detailedengineering, shop an
assembly drawings, static calculation, methodstatements, assembly manualsand instructional guides
--> We provideyou with full on-site trainingand continual engineering support from design stage
completion

--> Our customer receivesan exemplary experience and highest level of serviceand support C-Visi
the right partner for your formwork needs:
-->We deliverthe economical solutionwith strong after-sale support.
--> We maintainour products to meet the highest standards.
-->Our Design Engineersoffer full and detailed technicalback up ensuringthat your projectruns smooth
and efficiently.
-->We make forming easier

Website :

https://cvision.qa/

GIEMedia & Productions

Our Companies

Event Management
The event industry is all about exceeding the expectations of all parties involved in the events,
and design is one of the key ways to impress. Event managers need to be real outside-the-box
thinkers who have a dynamic approach to problem-solving. Design is essential to an event's
success, whether you have the creative spark that can give event guests a memorable
experience, or the perfectionist's streak that crafts brand awareness right down to the colour of
namebadges.

Creative thinking
Creative design
Event organizing
Project management
Mediarelations
Manage relationwith guests and sponsors.

GIEMedia & Productions

Our Companies

Branding
Your brand strategy is how, what, where, when and to whom you plan on communicating and
delivering on your brand messages. Whereyou advertise is part of your brand strategy. Your
distribution channelsare also part of yourbrand strategy. And what you communicate
visuallyand verbally is part of your brand strategy, too.

Conceptualization
Logo creation.
Logo guide line
Themed collaterals

GIEMedia & Productions

Our Companies

Media Relations
Media relations, or publicity, is a powerful tool for influencing and changing behavior. It provides
critical, third-party endorsement for a product,service, issue or organization. As opposed to
more direct forms of communications, such as advertising or direct marketing, communicating
through a journalist provides valuable and sought-after credibility that other forms of
communications cannot match.

Press Release
Editing& Distribution
Press Conference.
Media Round Table
Interviews Arrangement.

GIEMedia & Productions

Our Companies

Exhibitions& 3D Environment
Specializing in the design and production of custom modularexhibition stands, providing clients
with projectmanagement, build and installation services.

Event management.
Marketing.
3D Designs.
Custom stand design and production.

GIEMedia & Productions

Our Companies

Websites & Social Media
Mobile devices todayare undeniably important in the daily lives of millions of people aroundthe
world. In fact, mobiledevices now change the way businesses work. There are plenty of
businesses out there that is now catering tomobile devices. The fact that the percentage of web
traffic form mobile devices now accounts to roughly 25% of all the internettraffic makes mobile
devices an important factorto any businesses out there.

Website layout design
Website Development
Domain name registration & Hosting
Website Management
Mobile Apps design and development (iOS, Android and Windows).

Website:

Coming soon

Our Companies
Defensa Project Support & Supply Co. provides one stop solution for your
Defense and Fire Protection Projects in Qatar and abroad. Depending on
the size and field of your project, we offer different services to meet your
requirements. We provide the optimum and customized solutions made
for your organization.
Defensa (formerly Kidde Qatar) began its business operation as a Fire and Security Solutions
providingcompany in December2008 and it is a 100% Qatari company.
Defensa is focusing exclusively in high quality and cost-effective services for Projects in the
Defense Industry as well as the Fire and Security business sectors. We are currently employing a
pool of highly skilledand experienced people working in the organization. Defensa is currently
doing business with Qatar Armed Forces, Civil Defense, Oil & Gas, Petrochemicals and Power
Generation Market Sectors.

Website:

https://defensaproject.com/

Our Companies
Our Mission To create and provide reliable quality and value for our
customers, partners and stakeholders that will improve the health care
outcomesand services
Our Values:
Our customers & patient needs is our priority Working with Integrity and Honesty

Website :

Coming soon

Vision:
To be the customer preferred provider of products, services and solutions to the selected segment of the health care industry that we
serve.
Customer
We will put our customers & patient need and requirement as our top priorityand objective. People
We will keep on developing the skills, knowledge & tools of our team and management to keep improving the level
education .

of serviceand

Products
We will keep developing our portfolio with innovative and value added products and services that our customers value, seek and
appreciate.
Operation

We will manage our operations and finances effectively in order to reduce wastage and improve our services to our customers.

Our Companies
With a unique and efficient methodology, Tamimi Global Technologies is empowering the
greatest minds available in order to provide our clients with the custom designed-to-fit
technologies to make their daily professional activities and processes, easierand smoother.
Our services are customized to the needs and requirements of our clients, whether it is a simple
website or a fully integrated enterprise solution, we will dedicate our creativity and intellectual
minds to providethem with a complete solution
We offer thefollowing services:
Website design & Development:
·Complete programming and encodingof the website to be most efficient, from scratch.
·Back-end services: Domain registration, Hosting,Site management, Tools (WordPress, Joomla,Etc), Multilingual sites, Etc.
·E-commerce and applications.
Small & MediumEnterprises:
·Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)Solutions.
·Customer relationship management (CRM) Systems.
Content Management System (CMS) Applications.

Website:

http://tamimiglobal.com/

Our Companies
TÜV Nord Group is a technical service provider with worldwide activities. Founded in 1869 and
headquartered in Hanover, Germany, the Group employs more than 10,000 people in more than
70 countries of Europe, Asia, America and Africa.
For more than 150 years, our technical knowledge has stood for safety, independence and
quality. We summarize our strengths and goals, our values and strategic core concepts in a
mission statement.
As a knowledge company, we have our sights firmly set on the digital future. Whether engineers,
IT security experts or experts for the mobility of the future: We ensure that our customers become
even more successful in the networked world worldwide.

Website :

https://www.tuev-nord.de/en/company/certification/international-locations/qatar/

Our Companies
Celebrating 10 years of hard work since establishing in February 2012, Dorsch Qatar has shared
the responsibility and pride of participating in developing Qatar from a quiet, peaceful country to
a modern, state- of – art developed and modern country that will host world wide events, which
one of them is the FIFA 2022
Based on the sustained development in all engineering aspects such as supervision and project
management, Dorsche Qatar managed to successfully deliver its clients all kinds of engineering
applications. The achievements of Dorsch Qatar are strengthened by the 70+ years accumulated
German/International experience since Dorsch Qatar was established in Munich in 1951. Dorsch
Qatar’soverall objective is to harness our collective professionalism for the benefit of our clients,
our communities and each other. Our clients turn Dorsch Qatar for a wide range of advice, skills
and resources in developing, planning, engineering

Website :

https://qatar.dorsch.de/

Our Companies
Energy Design &
Trading Co.

Website:

https://www.edsdoha.com/

Our Companies
Green- Land Security Service

Website:

Coming soon

